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                Trade by yourself, copy trades and make money in the markets with a reliable broker on a user-friendly platform and on the best terms.            
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MT4/5, LF, cTrader
Platforms

300+
Trading assets

up to 1:1000
Leverage

from 0.0
Raw spreads

from 0.01 sec.
Fast execution

ECN+STP
Processing model




        Your sure-fire choice    

        LiteFinance ensures the safety and high-speed processing of financial operations using strict protocols and advanced technological solutions.    
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                18 years in the market            

                LiteFinance's services have been acknowledged with prestigious awards many times. Over 1.5 million traders trade with us worldwide!            
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                Advantageous conditions            

                Raw spreads from 0 points, the best liquidity providers, and ECN technologies make it profitable to trade with LiteFinance.            
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                Latest technologies            

                An easy-to-use dedicated trading platform provides a comprehensive analytical toolkit and suits any trader regardless of experience.            


More about LiteFinance

2.53million

                    Active traders                

464008

                    Number of trades in the past 24 hours                


                                            $17.90billion

                    Trading volume in the past 24 hours                





        Start investing right now with LiteFinance    

                Step 1            
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                Register            

                Register, verify your profile for your data protection, and open a trading account.            


                Step 2            
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                Top up the account            

                Choose the most convenient way: bank cards, cryptos, e-payment systems, or online banking transfers.            


                Step 3            
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                Start trading            

                Ready! Buy and sell assets on your own or copy successful traders on the platform.            


Registration


        Use all the benefits at LiteFinance    


                    Buy and sell                

                    Trade in various assets using built-in analytics and signals to predict price movements. Make profits in a growing or falling market.                
Learn more



                    Copy successful traders                

                    Don't know how to trade? Copy trades from pro traders' accounts to make profits.                
Learn more



                    Earn an affiliate commission                

                    Promote the LiteFinance brand as our partner and earn up to 70% of spreads per attracted client.                
Learn more



                    Participate in contests and promotions                

                    LiteFinance regularly launches competitions and promotions for its clients. The prizes include money awards, cars, and cutting-edge gadgets.                
Learn more




        Why trade with LiteFinance    
	
                Trading            
	
                Copying            
	
                Analytics            
	
                Communication            



                            Over 300 assets                        

                            Profit from changes in the price of currencies, precious metals, commodities, cryptocurrencies, indexes, and stocks.                        


                            Fast deposits and withdrawals                        

                            Variety of payment methods and automatic withdrawals for up to 5000 USD a day.                        


                            One-click trading                        

                            User-friendly interface to trade in financial markets                        


                            Over 75 indicators                        

                            An impressive amount of indicators and other technical analysis tools are built into the platform                        


                            Swap-free accounts                        

                            Opportunity to apply for an Islamic swap-free account.                        






                            Traders’ ranking                        

                            Choose a trader to copy based on their profit and risk levels                        


                            Multifunctional search                        

                            Filter traders in the ranking based on your preferences                        


                            Copy-trading settings                        

                            Customize the copy-trading process to have the highest return                        


                            Profitability chart                        

                            Assess and analyze your success using the profitability chart                        


                            Pro assistance                        

                            Chat with professional traders                        






                            Signals                        

                            Embedded signals from technical indicators to analyze price charts                        


                            Market sentiment                        

                            Estimate the seller/buyer ratio for every asset in real time                        


                            Analysis                        

                            Technical and fundamental market analyses are provided on the platform every day                        






                            Support                        

                            Single support chat, 24/7. Always there for you!                        


                            Traders' chats                        

                            Talk to traders from all over the world and exchange experiences and skills                        


                            Channels                        

                            Create channels and subscribe to other traders                        







        Why traders choose LiteFinance    
Trustpilot
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                        Mahdi Qasemi                    

                        Currently, it is one of the best active brokers in the international market. I am very proud to work with you.                    
Useful comment?[image: ]Yes, thanks
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                        Azmi Rahman                    

                        I have worked for 5 years with this broker and I haven't experienced any issues with deposits, withdrawal or speed of execution.                     
Useful comment?[image: ]Yes, thanks




See more
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                and 51 more instruments            
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and 3 more instruments
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and 104 more instruments

View all assets
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        Try a training account without registration    

        Learn the basics and practice on a demo account with virtual money.    
Try


                    Two types of a real account            
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                CLASSIC            

                    Spread                

                    floating, from 1.8 points                


                    Commission                

                    no                


                    Leverage                

                    1:1000 - 1:1
                


                    Contract size                

                    $100000
                


                    Max. number of orders                

                    unlimited                

Learn more
Open a CLASSIC account
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                ECN            

                    Spread                

                    floating, from 0.0 points                


                    Commission                

                    from $0.25 per lot                


                    Leverage                

                    1:1000 - 1:1
                


                    Contract size                

                    $100000
                


                    Max. number of orders                

                    unlimited                

Learn more
Open an ECN account




        Copy-trading system: even beginners can succeed in trading from the first day    
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        Our copy-trading system allows you to copy professional traders' positions into your account!    

        Choose a trader using our transparent monitoring system and start copying. Your trader's positions will open in your account automatically!    
Learn more
Start copying



        Trading platforms    
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                LiteFinance Web Platform            

                The online platform designed by LiteFinance is a one-stop trading system that provides a trader with all necessary tools and does not require installing.            
Learn more
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                MetaTrader 4 is a popular platform for trading in the financial markets. It was developed by MetaQuotes Software in 2005.            
Learn more
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                MetaTrader 5 is the latest version of the world's most popular trading platform with a wider set of features.            
Learn more
[image: ]
                cTrader is a platform with a user-friendly interface, advanced chart analysis tools, and unique algorithmic trading options.            
Learn more



                Mobile trading            

                Trade on the move whenever you want            
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            Traders’ Blog        
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                10-04-2024            

                Algorithmic Trading in Forex            

                Algorithmic trading in Forex: Definition, pros and cons.Types of Algo trading strategies             
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                09-04-2024            

                Trade with 3 Time Frames: A Guide to Multi-Timeframe Analysis in Forex Trading            

                Three time frame strategy. A thorough analysis of one of the most popular ways to trade intraday.            
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                04-04-2024            

                Mastering Crypto Leverage Trading: A Guide to Maximizing Returns            

                How to use leverage in cryptocurrency trading and minimize risks.            
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                28-03-2024            

                The Best Volume Indicators for Informed and Profitable Forex Trading            

                Review of the best trading volume indicators in the Forex market.            
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                26-03-2024            

                Top 10 Strongest Currencies in the World in 2024            

                Why are some currencies more valuable than others? An overview of the world's most expensive currencies.            
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                28-02-2024            

                Is Ethereum A Good Investment?            

                Are you planning to buy Ethereum? Read the article and find out how to invest in ETH.
            


Go to blog



        Training for beginners    
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        Get access to a trading video course right after registration.    
Registration


            Latest LiteFinance's news        
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                09-04-2024            

                LiteFinance wishes you a Happy Eid al-Fitr 2024            

                Congratulations to Muslims all over the world on the completion of the holy month of Ramadan            
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                01-04-2024            

                Celebrate Thingyan with 100% bonus            

                In honor of the upcoming Thingyan festival, LiteFinance gives its clients a 100% bonus on all deposits over $100.            
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                31-03-2024            

                LiteFinance wishes you a Happy Easter!            

                May this day be filled with joy and love            


Go to news



            Analysis and forecasts        

            Read independent analysts and obtain the most current details about financial markets.        
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                Neo price prediction 2024, 2025-2030 and Beyond            

                Do you want to know the future of NEO? Read on to find out the long- and short-term NEO price prediction in this article by LiteFinance!            
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                EOS Price Prediction for 2024, 2025, 2026-2030 and Beyond            

                The overview presents an analysis of the crypto market trends, as well as a price prediction and long-term forecast for the EOS cryptocurrency. Read on to learn if EOS is a worthwhile future investment!            
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                Ripple Price Predictions: 2024 and Beyond            

                Future of Ripple discussed by the experts. Is XRP a good asset for you to invest in? Read our XRP price prediction and make your forecast!            
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                Litecoin Price Prediction: How It Could Go in 2024 and Beyond            

                Is Litecoin a good investment? LiteFinance analysts discuss the future of LTC, look into expert price predictions, and give a short-and long-term LTC forecast!             
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                Ethereum Price Predictions: 2024, 2025-2026 and Beyond            

                LiteFinance analysts discuss the future of Ethereum. Is ETH a good asset for you to invest in? Read our ETH price forecast and make your prediction!             
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                Bitcoin Price Predictions for 2024-2025, 2030 and Beyond            

                Bitcoin halving is about to occur. How will it affect the asset? Let's consider the experts' forecasts.            
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                Euro to Dollar (EURUSD) Forecast for 2024-2025 and Beyond            

                 EUR/USD price prediction for years ahead. Fundamental and technical analysis for the EUR/USD future price. Euro to Dollar short-term and long-term forecast till 2030.            
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                Gold Price Forecast & Predictions: 2024 and Beyond            

                Is gold a good asset for you to invest in? Read our gold price forecast and make your prediction!             
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                Dow Jones Forecast for 2024 and Beyond            

                Dow Jones forecast discussed by experts. What is the future price of DJIA for today and tomorrow? Read Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) price forecast and make your price prediction.            
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                Tesla Share Price Prediction: 2024 and Beyond            

                Is it profitable to invest in Tesla stocks? Read the article and find out how to trade TSLA.            


View all



        Start earning today    

        Trade with a trustworthy broker chosen by millions.    
Start


Follow us in social networks!	Facebook
	X
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
	Youtube
	Telegram[image: ]
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Live Chat
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Risk Warning: Trading on financial markets carries risks. Contracts for Difference (‘CFDs’) are complex financial products that are traded on margin. Trading CFDs carries a high level of risk since leverage can work both to your advantage and disadvantage. As a result, CFDs may not be suitable for all investors because you may lose all your invested capital. You should not risk more than you are prepared to lose. Before deciding to trade, you need to ensure that you understand the risks involved and take into account your investment objectives and level of experience. Click here for our full Risk Disclosure.

            The website is owned and operated by LF Global group of companies, which include:


        
LiteFinance Global LLC is incorporated in St. Vincent & the Grenadines as a Limited Liability Company with registration number 931 LLC 2021. Registered address: Euro House, Richmond Hill Road, Kingstown, St. Vincent and the Grenadines. Email: 


        
Liteforex (Europe) LTD is registered as a Cyprus Investment Firm (CIF) with the registration number HE230122 and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC) under license number 093/08 in accordance with Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID). All retail clients funds are insured by the Investor Compensation Fund (subject of eligibility). Email: 
LiteFinance Global LLC does not provide service to residents of the EEA countries, USA, Israel, Russia, Japan, and some other countries.
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